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Why spin excitations in metallic ferromagnetic manganites are isotropic
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We consider thet-J model for doped manganites, and show that double exchange for correlatedeg electrons
favors in the ferromagnetic metallic phase an orbital liquid~i.e., orbital-disordered! state. Therefore the spin-
wave stiffness isisotropic, andincreaseswith hole dopingx, providing a direct measure of the kinetic energy
}x of strongly correlatedeg electrons. The superexchange interactions, which stabilize orbital order at low
doping, are frustrated in the orbital liquid and only reduce the stiffness constant, leading to a quantitative
explanation of the magnon dispersion.
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Strong Coulomb interactions in transition-metal oxid
are responsible for numerous fascinating phenomena. T
suppress charge fluctuations in the Mott-Hubbard insulat
and replace them by superexchange~SE! interactions. While
these interactions are antiferromagnetic~AF! when they fol-
low just from the Pauli principle for a single orbital, the
have a richer structure when degenerated orbitals are in-
volved, as in cuprates or manganites. It is evident tha
such situations the orbital and spin degrees of freedom h
to be considered on equal footing,1 and the SE interaction
are highly frustrated even on a cubic lattice. This was
cently recognized as the origin of interesting quantum effe
both for eg and t2g electrons.2 However, in undopedeg sys-
tems such frustration is likely removed by the Jahn-Te
~JT! effect, which leads to a structural phase transition a
stabilizes orbital ordering. The best example is undop
LaMnO3 with A-type AF spin order which coexists with or
bital order,3,4 and can be understood only as a superposi
of the cooperative JT effect and the SE.5

The theoretical understanding of doped manganese ox
La12xAxMnO3, with A5Sr,Ca,Pb, is among the most cha
lenging current areas of research in condensed-matter p
ics. Experimental studies have revealed their rich ph
diagrams,3 originating from the competition between charg
spin, and orbital degrees of freedom. Charge fluctuations
thereby partly suppressed by the large Coulomb interac
U.5.9 eV ~Ref. 6! between twoeg electrons on the sam
ion. In addition, the Hund’s exchangeJH.0.7 eV couples
the s51/2 spins of theeg electrons strongly to theSt53/2
core spins of thet2g electrons, resulting in largeS52 spins
of Mn31 ions. When LaMnO3 is doped, holes that are cre
ated in eg orbitals can move but only when all spins a
parallel, as explained by the double-exchange~DE!
mechanism,7 thus leading to a ferromagnetic~FM! state.
When the orbital degeneracy is ignored, as in the original
theory, isotropic magnon excitations are obtained.8 However,
when the orbital degrees of freedom are taken into acco
one finds that the kinetic energy is lowered when orb
order occurs and the system becomes effectively lo
dimensional.9–11 Such states have broken cubic symmet
and thusanisotropic magnetic excitations.11 It is therefore
puzzling whyisotropic transport and magnetic properties a
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observed in the FM metallic manganites,3,12 best exemplified
by the isotropic spin waves in La0.7Pb0.3MnO3.13

In this paper we investigate the microscopic origin of t
isotropic magnetic properties of the FM metall
manganites,12,13 and demonstrate that orbital fluctuation
play a prominent role in this phase, stabilizing an isotro
orbital liquid ~OL! phase with disordered orbitals. Thereb
we consider~i! why the FM metallic phase isorbital disor-
dered in a system which seems to have such a strong
dency towards orbital ordering, and~ii ! what the physical
meaning is of theincrease of the spin-wave stiffnesswith
hole dopingx ~Ref. 14!. In addition, we show that the SE
cannot be ignored, and that it reduces the spin-wave stiffn
constant down to experimental values.

We study the manganitet-J model

HtJ5Ht1HJ
e1HJ

t 1HJT, ~1!

derived for strongly correlatedeg and t2g electrons at Mn31

(Mn41) ions in thet2g
3 eg :5E (t2g

3 :4A2) state determined by
Hund’s rule. Model~1! includes the kinetic energy in theeg
band (Ht) describing the DE atU→`,15 the SE which fol-
lows from virtual charge excitations due toeg (HJ

e) and t2g

(HJ
t ) electron hopping at largeU@t, and the intersite JT

interaction (HJT).
The kinetic energyHt describes the electron hopping}t

.0.41 eV ~Ref. 6! between pairs of directionaleg orbitals
uz& oriented along the individual bondŝi j &, i.e., uz&
}3x22r 2, 3y22r 2, and 3z22r 2, for ^ i j & along the cubic
axis a5a, b, or c, respectively~we denote byuj& the or-
thogonal orbital}y22z2, z22x2, andx22y2, respectively,
perpendicular to the bond!. In order to derive the spin exci
tations we separate the spin dynamics from the charge
orbital dynamics, representing the electron creation oper
di zs

† }ais
† ci z

† by a fermion with orbital flavorci z
† and a

Schwinger bosonais
† . The number of bosons per site

(sais
† ais , depends on the electron configuration, and th

we introduce a slave boson for a hole, with the boson nu
ber operatorei

†ei50 (ei
†ei51) for Mn31 (Mn41) ions, re-

spectively. The physical space is defined by the local c
straint (sais

† ais1ei
†ei54. Here we use the averag
©2002 The American Physical Society14-1
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constraint(sais
† ais52S with 2S542x and^ei

†ei&5x. The
kinetic energy, from the electron hopping in the subsp
without double occupancies ofeg orbitals, is then

Ht52
t

2S (
a

(
^ i j &ia,s

ais
† c̃i z

† c̃ j zaj s , ~2!

where c̃i z
† 5ci z

† (12ni j). The band energy and the spin d
namics in a FM metallic state are then obtained by expa
ing the Schwinger bosons in Eq.~2!:

1

2S (
s

ais
† aj s.12

1

4S ~ai↓
† ai↓1aj↓

† aj↓22ai↓
† aj↓!. ~3!

In analogy to frustrated magnetic systems, the kinetic
ergy @Eq. ~2!# is orbitally frustrated, i.e., the contribution
coming from different bonds cannot be minimized simul
neously, as the directional orbitals$uz&% point in different
directions. In order to demonstrate that the ground state i
OL, we rewriteHt using thecomplex orbitalsu1& and u2&,
which are linear combinations of the conventional real orb
als $ux&5ux22y2&,uz&5u3z22r 2&%, with creation operators
ci 6

† 5(1/A2)(ciz
† 7 ic ix

† ). In lowest~zeroth! order in 1/S, one
obtains

Ht
(0)52 1

2 t(̂
i j &

@ c̃i 1
† c̃ j 11 c̃i 2

† c̃ j 21e2 ixa c̃i 1
† c̃ j 2

1e1 ixa c̃i 2
† c̃ j 1#, ~4!

with the phasexa depending on the bond direction:xa,b
562p/3,xc50. As Eq. ~4! is manifestly invariant unde
cubic rotations, it provides a good starting point to analy
the metallic FM phase of doped manganites.

In order to treatHt
(0) , we use the slave-boson function

integral method of Kotliar and Ruckenstein16 in the limit U
→`, and adapt it for the orbital degrees of freedom.17 Here
the occupiedeg orbitalsu6&5 c̃i 6

† u0& are represented by fer

mion (f i 6
† ) and boson (bi 6

† ) operators,c̃i 6
† } f i 6

† bi 6
† ei , with

the local constraintbi 1
† bi 11bi 2

† bi 21ei
†ei51. With all sites

assumed equivalent, mean-field approximation leads to

Ht
(0)52 (

i ,l56
m ilnil2 1

2 t(
i j

@q1 f i 1
† f j 11q2 f i 2

† f j 2

1Aq1q2~e2 ixa f i 1
† f j 21e1 ixa f i 2

† f j 1!#, ~5!

with ni 65 f i 6
† f i 6 and band narrowing Gutzwiller factor

Aq65@x/(12^ni 6&)#1/2. A similar expression is obtaine
for two-sublattice states, as for instance for alternating
bital u1&/u2& (AO6) order. The Lagrange multipliersm il
originate from the local constraints in the boson space,
have been found in a self-consistent solution.

We calculated the kinetic energyEkin5^Ht
(0)& for several

metallic phases@Fig. 1~a!#, reproducing,inter alia, the re-
ported transition fromux& to uz& orbital polarization.11 How-
ever, this is not a transition between ground states, becau
any finite dopingx512n disordered orbitals give an eve
lower Ekin . Indeed, considering the total energy@see Fig.
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1~b!# one finds that when the orbital ordering induced by
~see below!, which is so pronounced in the undope
system,5,9–11 becomes unstable at larger doping where
kinetic term Ht dominates, it is replaced by the OL stat
This OL phase is characterized byequal fermion densities
for any pair of orthogonal orbitals, sô ni 6&5^ni z(j)&
5 1

2 (12x), and is qualitatively different from the one con
sidered before.18,19Its kinetic energy is obtained by summin
over the occupied states in the effective bands,«k6

52tq(x)@Ak6Bk#, which arenarrowed by the Gutzwiller
factor q(x)5qi 6(x)52x/(11x) @so thatEkin}q(x)#, with
the dispersion given byAk5cx1cy1cz53gk and Bk

2

5cx
21cy

21cz
22(cxcy1cycz1czcx), with cx5coskx , etc.

These bands are isotropic, and interpolate between the
of an almost empty uncorrelated band (x.1) and localized
eg electrons at half-filling (x50).

The energy of the spin excitations is determined by
first order term in the 1/S expansion@Eq. ~3!# of Ht . After
averaging over the fermions, one finds the effective DE
teraction,JDE5^Ht

(0)&/2zS 2, wherez56 for a cubic lattice.
The magnons areisotropic in the OL state, withvk

DE

5JDEzS(12gk). The spin-wave stiffnessDDE5JDES ~note
that we do not include a factora2 in the definition ofD,
wherea is the lattice constant! is determined by thekinetic
energy of the correlated eg electrons, which in the OL state
is therefore proportional to the band narrowing fac
q(x)—it vanishesin the undopedx→0 limit, and increases
with hole doping x~Fig. 2!, in qualitative agreement with the
observations in FM metallic manganites.14 This expresses the
gradual release of the kinetic energy in a correlated sys
when the carrier~hole! concentration increases. We emph
size that this experimental finding is reproducedonly when
the local correlations betweeneg electrons are included
while the opposite and incorrect result,JDE decreasing with
x, is obtained in electronic structure calculations20 that ignore
these correlations.

The SE is somewhat intricate, as it involves both AF a
FM contributions, most of them orbital dependent, and
therefore highly frustrated. Whereas the largest Mn31-Mn31

interaction is FM and thus would add to the DE,19 it achieves
its full strength only for a particular orbital orientation. In th
OL phase, when theeg orbitals are disordered~and the SE is
isotropic!, the AF interactions dominate and the net SEop-
posesthe DE.

Explicitly, the SE is obtained by starting from the high

FIG. 1. Energy gains with respect to the polarizedu1& phase as
functions of dopingx: ~a! kinetic energyDEkin /t, and ~b! total
energyDEtot /t, for polarizedux& ~dashed lines!, uz& ~long-dashed
lines!, staggeredu1&/u2& ~pluses!, and OL~full lines! phases. At
low doping the orbital ordered statesA-AF ~circles! and FI ~dia-
monds! states are more stable~b!.
4-2
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spin 5E and 4A2 states of the Mn31 and Mn41 ions, with the

spin operatorsSW i being S52 or S53/2, respectively, and
considering the charge excitationsdi

ndj
m
di

n11dj
m21 . Such

processes have to be analyzed carefully, and the interme
states projected on the eigenstates of the respective
Mn21, Mn31, and Mn41.21 Consider first the SE induced b
the eg electrons,

HJ
e5(̂

i j &
$@2 Ĵ1

e~SW i•SW j16!1 Ĵ2
e~SW i•SW j24!#Qi j

11

1 Ĵ3
e~SW i•SW j23!Qi j

01%, ~6!

with Qi j
115ninj , Qi j

015ni(12nj )1(12ni)nj , and Qi j
00

5(12ni)(12nj ) indicating the localeg electron occupa-
tion. The Mn31-Mn31 SE interactions (Ĵ1

e and Ĵ2
e) are

}t2/U, whereas the Mn41-Mn31 SE is strongest withĴ3
e

}t2/ J̄H , because the excited Mn31 low-spin 3E state in-
volved has only excitation energy} J̄H .21 All interactions
depend on the orbital configuration at the Mn31 site~s!: for
Mn31-Mn31 pairs this was analyzed in Ref. 5, e.g.,Ĵ1

e

5 1
10 $t2/«(6A1)%(ni znj j1ni jnj z), while for Mn41-Mn31

pairs one findsĴ3
e5 1

8 $t2/«(3E)%@(12ni)nj z1ni z(12nj )#.
Next, consider the SE induced byt2g hopping,

HJ
t 5(̂

i j &
@ Ĵ1

t ~SW i•SW j24!Qi j
111 Ĵ2

t ~SW i•SW j23!Qi j
01

1 Ĵ3
t ~SW i•SW j2

9
4 !Qi j

00#, ~7!

which is weaker thanHJ
e by almost an order of magnitud

because of the smaller hopping amplitude.t/3. Again the
SE interactionsĴ1

t and Ĵ2
t for Mn31-Mn31 and Mn31-Mn41

pairs, respectively, are orbital dependent~but only weakly
so!. Therefore, in any state with ordered real orbitals the

FIG. 2. Spin-wave stiffnessD as a function of hole dopingx
from DE ~dashed line!, and including also the SE terms~full line! in
Eq. ~9!, for A-AF ~AF!, FI, and FM metallic phases. Experiment
points correspond to La12xSrxMnO3 ~Ref. 14! ~diamonds! and
La0.7Pb0.3MnO3 ~Ref. 13! ~filled circle!. The staggered AO6 state
is shown forx.0.15 ~open circles!.
05241
ate
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given byHJ5HJ
e1HJ

t would be anisotropic. The intersite J
interactionHJT favors alternation of occupiedeg orbitals,5

but being spin independent does not contribute to the m
non energy.

The contributions to the energy and the spin excitatio
due to the SE terms are easily evaluated using again
Schwinger bosons$ai↑

† ,ai↓
† %, leading in the FM state to

SW i•SW j.SiSj2
1
2 ASiSj~ai↓

† ai↓1aj↓
† aj↓22ai↓

† aj↓!, ~8!

with Si(Sj )52 or 3/2. One finds that all SE terms contribu
to the magnon dispersion, which isisotropic in the OL state
as ^ni z&5^ni j& for any pair$uz&,uj&%, and

vk5~JDE2JSE!zS~12gk!, ~9!

with JSE.0, reducing the dispersion from that given by th
DE. The strongest AF interactions} Ĵ3

e come from theeg

excitations for Mn31-Mn41 pairs. As a result, the stiffnes
constantDeff5(JDE2JSE)S is significantly reduced, and thi
reduction increases withx ~Fig. 2!. The calculated values
reproduce the increase ofD with increasingx observed in the
FM manganites forx.0.15 ~Ref. 14!.

The spin-wave stiffnessDeff57.45 meV obtained atx
50.3 is thusisotropic,22 and agrees well with the universa
values reported by Fernandez-Bacaet al.12 at x.0.3 doping.
Thus it is also close toDexpt58.79 meV measured in
La0.7Pb0.3MnO3 ~Ref. 13! ~see Fig. 3!. This agreement is
gratifying indeed, as no fit was used but all parameters w
derived from spectroscopic data,6,21 and further improvemen
is only possible by including the quantum fluctuations b
yond the mean-field approximation in the OL phase. N
that although the states with polarized complex orbitals, i
the ferro orbital state withu1& orbitals at all sites~FO1! or
the staggered AO6 state,10 would give isotropic magnons a
well, they do not offer a valid explanation,23 as they are both
unstable against the OL state.

The manganites atx<0.15 are insulating, and are orbita
ordered, with eitherA-AF or FM spin order. This behavior is
generally understood to be due to polaronic effects,24 which
dominate at low carrier concentration. Considering a p
laronic model with localizedeg electrons,25 we find that the
SE interactions in combination with the JT interactio

FIG. 3. Magnon dispersion@Eq. ~9!# as obtained atx50.30~full
line!, and the experimental points for La0.7Pb0.3MnO3 ~circles and
dashed line! after Ref. 13.
4-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 052414
stabilize orbital order in either theA-AF phase at dopingx
&0.11, or in the FM insulating~FI! phase at 0.11&x,0.15
@Fig. 1~b!#. The anisotropic magnons in this regime are e
plained by the SE alone~Fig. 2!, while the DE is blocked by
the polaronic localization of theeg electrons.26

Summarizing, the isotropy of the spin excitations in t
FM metallic phase of doped manganites is naturally
plained by theorbital liquid state of disorderedeg orbitals,
triggered by doping. In this state the magnon excitation
ergy is proportional to the kinetic energy of theeg electrons,
and thus measures directly theband narrowing due to the
strong correlations. This explains the increase of the spi
wave stiffness with increasing hole doping, observed
La12xSrxMnO3 compounds.
v.

W

e

by
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Note added in proof.Recently, we became aware of th
recent data for the magnetic coupling in insulating and m
tallic ferromagnetic La12xCaxMnO3.27 In particular it was
found that~i! also for Ca doping the spin-wave stiffnessD is
proportional tox, but only in the metallic regimex .0.2
dominated by the DE, while~ii ! D is smaller~typically by a
factor larger than two! in the insulating regime and exhibits
discontinuity at the transition of the metallic phase.27 Our
theoretical description~see Fig. 2 in particular! reproduces
both these experimental features.
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